When it comes to understanding the true needs of customers in Ocean Beach, merchants here have it down to a science. When it comes to retail and services, local businesses know how to tailor their products and services to exactly what it is customers and looking for — whether it be that extra-attention dog wash, your friendly chiropractor fixing that kink in your neck or finding just that right evening gown for a night out on the town.

Ocean Beach business owners also “get it” when it comes to quality customer service, and they strive hard to serve up the finest selections of retail products and to provide the most honest, cost-effective services your hard-earned money can buy.

You’ll find just the deal you’re looking for and the best selection of services here that will help you stop topping off your tank in search of lesser-quality selections.

So when we asked readers to pick the “best of” in the retail and services industries around Ocean Beach, residents were more than a little eager to reward their favorite merchants with a big vote of confidence.

And who would know better than the folks who stroll the streets of our sun-drenched business districts every day, or the neighbors who depend on essential or whimsical services just walking distance or a short bike ride away?

For local business owners, it’s all about building customer loyalty. For customers, it’s all about trust and being treated right — and with respect.

Here, in The Peninsula Beacon Readers Choice Awards 2013, you’ll find the results of balloting covering the gamut of retail and service businesses in Ocean Beach.

The balloting reveals the “best of the best” when it comes to local services and retail that contribute to the well being and a sense of self-betterment — as well as a sense of community.

From the most outstanding work in car care to finding that special trinket to augment your outfit to the best in surfing gear and equipment, readers need look no further than the attentive and dedicated merchants of Ocean Beach.

Inside these pages, you will find the winners of a wealth of categories chosen by our loyal readership, which we value so highly. Take a look inside at this year’s Peninsula Beacon Readers Choice Awards — a true insider’s judgment of the merchants and service providers who are the backbone of the Ocean Beach’s exceptional business community.

Kevin McKay, editor
The Peninsula Beacon
RETAIL / SHOPPING

**CATEGOR Y**
- Antiques
- Art Gallery
- Men's Apparel
- Women's Apparel
- Bead Store
- Best Place To Buy Jeans
- Bike Shop
- Cell Phone Store
- Convenience Store
- Discount Store
- Eyewear
- Fashion Accessories
- Furniture Store
- Gift Store
- Grocery Store
- Specialty Grocery
- Hardware Store
- Health Food
- Hotel
- Jewelry Store
- Place to do Crafts
- Smoke Shop
- Pet Store
- Skate Shop
- Resale Shop
- Shoe Store
- Surf Shop
- Swimsuits

**GOLD**
- Vignettes
- Bradley Fine Art
- Pride Surf Shop
- The Closet
- Black Bead
- Dream Girls
- Bernie's Bicycle Shop
- UNO Wireless
- ABC Liquor / OB Quik Stop
- OB Dollar Store
- Newport Avenue Optometry
- Dreamgirls
- Malory's Consignment Gallery
- Ocean Beach Gifts & Shells
- Stump's
- Olive Tree Marketplace
- Ocean Beach Paint & Hardware
- OB People's Food Co-Op
- Inn At Sunset Cliffs
- Gary Gilmore Family Jewelers
- Claytime Ceramics
- The Black
- Bone Appetit
- OB Surf & Skate
- Thrift Trader
- Lola Luna
- Southcoast Surfshop
- Pride Surf & Skate

**SILVER**
- Indie Yoga
- Last Days
- Independent Yoga
- Stump's
- Ocean Beach Paint & Hardware
- OB Surf & Skate
- Rainbow

**BRO ZNE**
- OB Antique Mall
- Miss Match / Lola Luna
- Thrift Trader
- Lickers
- Thrift Trader
- Black Bead
- Olive Tree Marketplace

---

**SERVICES**

**CATEGOR Y**
- Accounting
- Architect
- Attorney
- Alterations
- Auto Body Repair
- Auto Repair
- Bank
- Car Wash
- Carpet Cleaner
- Child Care
- Cleaning
- Computer Repair
- Contractor / Construction
- Dog Grooming
- Dog Wash
- Dry Cleaner
- Electrician
- Financial Planner
- Florist
- Framing
- Handyman
- Insurance Agent
- Interior Designer
- Landscaper
- Locksmith
- Mortgage Broker
- Painter
- Pet Hospital
- Pet Sitting
- Photography
- Plumber
- Printer
- Roofing Company
- Shipping
- Tree Service
- Web Design
- Window Cleaning

**GOLD**
- Always Accurate
- Hannah Gabriel Wells Architects
- Virginia Weber
- Seams To Me
- Ocean Beach Auto Body
- Sunset Garage
- Union Bank
- OB Suds
- Pacific Shores Carpet Cleaning
- Peninsula YMCA
- Eco Clean
- Computer Guy Services (CGS)
- Victor Lund
- Hair Of The Dog
- Dog Beach Dog Wash
- Embassy
- Zed Electric
- LPL Financial
- Flowers Of Point Loma
- John Baker
- Point Loma Fix It All
- Matt Kalla - State Farm
- EcoLux Interiors
- Coastal Spa / Occidental Landscape
- Industrial Lock & Safe
- Mark Chrisman
- McCarthey
- Sunset Cliffs Animal Hospital
- Wizard Of Paws
- Tree House Photography / Sharp Photography
- Dover Plumbing
- James Gang / BK Painting
- Smith Roofing Co.
- Ocean Beach Business Center
- Atlas Tree Service
- Wired Network / Ergonomic Graphic Design
- Blue Ocean Window Cleaning

**SILVER**
- Curtis Mc Allister
- Lombard
- David Smedley
- Mimi Alterations
- OB Tire
- Us Bank
- Eco Clean
- Merry Go Round
- Jessica's Clean Up Crew
- Larry Tavares
- Satin Scissors / Preferred By Pets
- Sally Paw
- Las Flores
- Revolution Electric
- Edward Jess / Natalie F. O'grady
- 52 Day Florist
- Cabrillo Framing
- George Greenwall
- Wind & Water Designs
- PL Landscape
- Point Loma Locks
- Hayden's Bar
- Cabrillo Vet
- Wags & Winkers
- Ewing Photography
- Monty's Plumbing
- OB Business Center
- AAA Roofing
- Mail & Ship Express
- Occidental Landscape
- Dog Beach Design
- Tim's Window Cleaning

**BROZNE**
- William Reedhead
- T & T
- Sunset Cliffs Auto
- Chase Bank
- Clean Line
- St. Peters Preschool
- Ethan Home Interiors
- Ken Fernandes
- Added Touch
- Point Loma Vet
- Playful Paws
- Troy Drey Photography
- Essential Plumbing
- Point Loma Landscape
- Jenn David Design
- Cleanly Window Cleaning

---

**HEALTH & BEAUTY**

**CATEGOR Y**
- Acupuncture
- Chiropractic
- Day Spa
- Dentist
- Doctor
- Esthetician
- Hair Salon
- Health Club
- Herb Shop
- Holistic / Alternative
- Martial Arts
- Massage
- Nail Salon
- Optometery
- Personal Trainer
- Pilates
- Stylist
- Tattoo
- Yoga

**GOLD**
- Remember To Breathe
- Patrick Spine
- The Hidden Spa
- Michelle Yamada, O.D.S.
- Dr. Cava
- Hidden Spa / Christine Bank - The Sanctuary
- Details Salonspa
- Peninsula YMCA
- Happy Herb Company
- Happy Healthy High Horny Herbs
- Settling Sun
- Hidden Spa / The Sanctuary
- OB Nails
- Newport Optometry
- Jennifer Spika & Progressive Fitness
- Apogee
- Sunset Cliffs Plates
- Elaine Dil (ELAINE DILL Studio)
- Ace Tattoo
- Happy U Namaste

**SILVER**
- Acu Sport Health
- Jon Amberg
- The Sanctuary / Details Salonspa
- Dr. Jere / Scott McManus, O.D.S.
- Dr. Gilman
- Jen Scott
- Elaine Dil Studio
- Crossfit Ocean Beach
- In Harmony
- Ocean Beach Bead & Stone
- Sunset Cliffs Akido
- Therapy Day Spa
- Strand Nails
- Natalie Gibbons @ Private Gym
- Seth's Chop Shop & Tattoo
- Progressive Fitness
- Tyson - Details Salonspa
- Last Days
- Indy Yoga

**BROZNE**
- Hidden Spa
- Becroft Chiropractic
- Therapy Day Spa
- Dr. Mellor
- Electric Chair
- Robb Field Fitness
- Ocean Beach Martial Arts
- OB Massage
- Hand & Heart Nails
- Crossfit OB

---

**CONTRACTOR**

**Victor Lund - General Contractor**

Lund specializes in coastal renovations locally and throughout San Diego. However, he and his team of highly-skilled workers will take on any size task, from small rooms to gentrification projects. Lund uses in-house carpentry crews, which gives the company greater control over quality of work and scheduling. A member of the Point Loma community, Lund has 32 years of experience in the construction industry.

**Victor Lund General Contact**

P.O. Box 7050, San Diego, CA 92167
(619) 224.1498

---

**NEWPORT AVENUE**

Newport Avenue runs through the heart of Ocean Beach's shopping district. Here, you'll find one-of-a-kind shops, services and restaurants all with the flair that is unique to Ocean Beach.

---

**PLUMBING / HEATING**

**DOVER**

"SERVING OUR COMMUNITY SINCE 1945"

We are proud to be YOUR CHOICE for PLUMBER for 5 years in a row and

Thank You for your support over the years!

619-223-8832
Licensed/Bonded/Insured
4870 Voltaire St., SAN DIEGO, CA 92107

---

**READERS CHOICE AWARDS 2013**

**THE PENINSULA BEACON**

NOVEMBER 28, 2013

---

---

---
**GROCERY STORE (Specialty)**

**Olive Tree Marketplace**
The Olive Tree award-winning deli is open until 6 p.m., and that means you can get a fresh “OB Special” sandwich with everything on it all day! But there's plenty else to catch the eye and palate — like one of the most extensive cheese collections in the city and the freshest produce in the history of the universe. The Olive Tree carries the latest tops, dresses and jackets. Typically known for its trendier items, it has wardrobe basics, as well. Tanks, yoga pants and jeans are among its collection. Look for the latest jewelry and fall apparel inside.

Olive Tree Marketplace
4805 Narragansett Ave. (619) 224-0443
olivetreemarket.com

**APPAREL (Men’s)**

**Pride Surf & Skate**
You'll find everything you need at this fully stocked surf and skate shop. Clothing, sunglasses, lids — styles and selection with quality name brands — all at this neighborhood location! Cool huh.

Pride Surf & Skate
5035 Newport Ave. (619) 222-1575
pridesurfandskate.com

**APPAREL (Women’s)**

**The Closet**
This boutique offers a variety of affordable women’s clothing and accessories. From parses to earrings, ladies can gather up hot fashion items without spending much money. The Closet carries the latest tops, dresses and jackets. Typically known for its trendier items, it has wardrobe basics, as well. Tanks, yoga pants and jeans are among its collection. Look for the latest jewelry and fall apparel inside.

The Closet
4878 Newport Ave., Ocean Beach (619) 222-2999

**ART GALLERY**

**Bradley Fine Art**
Stop by the Bradley Fine Art, Point Loma’s premier gallery for collectible paintings, including works by Charles Fries, Don Hatfield, and Darwin Duncan, just to name a few. You’ll also enjoy beautiful Plein-Air paintings by James Hartman and pottery original pieces by Dayle Rushall. Visit during regular hours or you can call to schedule an appointment.

Bradley Fine Art Gallery
2168 Chatsworth (619) 992-8928
bradleyfineart.com

**BEADS**

**The Black Bead**
The Black Bead is your one-stop-shop for beads. With beads coming in from around the world, a dazzling whirlwind of color, shapes and strings greet you as you walk through the door. The Black Bead
Dream Girls
Nestled in the heart of Ocean Beach at the west end of Newport Avenue, Dreamgirls is a quaint and attractive women’s clothing store and boutique. Owner Bridget McGirr is passionate about what she does. She has a hands-on staff that reflects her enthusiasm. Bridget and her team are excited to serve new and returning patrons — all with the same passion and dedication. The store takes pride in helping unravel the personality of each customer in order to find what suits the individual best.

Dream Girls Clothing
5054 Newport Ave., Ocean Beach
(619) 223-4836

has an enormous selection of jewelry-making supplies and tools, with treasures of all types waiting to be put to use. A meander through the shop will get your creative juices flowing, likely resulting in a one-of-a-kind piece you’ll surely be compli-
mented on.

The Black Bead
5003 Newport Ave.
(619) 222-2115

BEST PLACE TO BUY JEANS

Dream Girls
Nestled in the heart of Ocean Beach at the west end of Newport Avenue, Dreamgirls is a quaint and attractive women’s clothing store and boutique. They have become the favorite place to buy jeans among locals. The staff at Dream Girls are passionate about what they do, and the store reflects their enthusiasm. This shop takes pride in helping unravel the personality of each customer in order to find what suits the individual best.

Dream Girls Clothing
5054 Newport Ave.
(619) 223-4836

BIKE SHOP

Bernie’s Bicycle Shop
The shop is still named after Bernie, but owners Roger and Yasuko Lovett and their staff know everything from installing forks on your mountain bike to respoking a wheel. Locals say the prices are far and away the best, too, with ironclad guarantees on service. One guy says you’re a traitor if you don’t come to Bernie’s for your biking needs. That’s enough right there.

Bernie’s Bicycle Shop
1911 Cable St.
(619) 224-7084

CELLULAR PHONE
Uno Wireless
The staff at Uno Wireless can help with just about any of your cell phone needs. The shop specializes in no-contract phones and plans, cell phone repair and accessories, and is also an authorized dealer for MetroPCS, H20 Wireless, PagePlus and many other carriers. They proudly offer less expensive, no-contract carrier alternatives for all major carriers, with financing available, and can even help you plan your cellular-centric international travel options as well. In addition, they serve as the only local/neighborhood authorized payment center for San Diego Gas and Electric. Come see how Uno Wireless can save you money on your cell phone bill today!

Uno Wireless
1861 Bacon St.
619.222.7333

COVENIENCE STORE
OB Quik Stop
The OB Quik Stop on Voltaire Street has been a fixture in Ocean Beach for more than 36 years. And talk about convenience. You’ll find everything you could ever need or want. Of course, they have thousands of items you’d expect. You’ll also find a Subway, Cafe Bella coffee and juice bar out front and a full liquor department. Told ya they have everything.

OB Quik Stop
4984 Voltaire St.
(619) 226-8559

ABC Liquor
Maybe they should have named their store A To Z. ABC Liquor is a great neighborhood market for finding what you need from a neighborhood market. Convenient parking in the rear makes it easy to get in and out quickly, and the friendly staff are always courteous and helpful.

A B C Liquor Store
4693 Voltaire St.
(619) 222-8801

FASHION ACCESSORIES

Dream Girls
(See listing under Best Place to Buy Jeans)

BEST PLACE TO DO CRAFTS
Claytime Ceramics
This is such a fun place to relax and be creative — for all ages! At Claytime Ceramics you will find a fantastic selection of ceramic pieces, stamps, stencils and other tools, to help your project along. When you are finished painting simply leave your piece with Claytime Ceramics and they will glaze and fire your masterpiece for you to pick-up a couple of days later. Great fun for the holidays!

Claytime Ceramics
1863 Bacon St.
(619) 223-6050
claytimeceramics.com

DISCOUNT STORE
OB Dollar Store
This store is absolutely amazing. If you have been skeptical about going to a dollar store, don’t be – this place has everything! Unlike most dollar stores, OB Dollar Store has the real deal, brand name items, not cheap knock-offs. And you sure can’t argue about the prices. Pay a little and get a lot! Come by and check out the hundreds of different things they offer and save.

OB Dollar Store
1919 Cable St.
(619) 225-9755

EYEWEAR
Newport Avenue Optometry
Whether you think glasses are cool or just something you need to see with, one thing you can be sure of is the quality service you’ll receive from Dr. Eli Ben-Moshe and staff. You’ll choose from scores of lenses and frames (including designer) in up-to-date styles and prices that won’t make you blush. Newport Avenue Optometry is your trusted specialist for eye care.

Newport Avenue Optometry
4822 Newport Ave.
(619) 222-0559
newportavenueoptometry.com

ABC Liquor
4984 Voltaire St.
(619) 226-8559

The OB Quik Stop on Voltaire Street
619-222-7333

ABC Liquor
4693 Voltaire St.
(619) 222-8801

OB Quik Stop
The OB Quik Stop on Voltaire Street has been a fixture in Ocean Beach for more than 36 years. And talk about convenience. You’ll find everything you could ever need or want. Of course, they have thousands of items you’d expect. You’ll also find a Subway, Cafe Bella coffee and juice bar out front and a full liquor department. Told ya they have everything.

ABC Liquor
4984 Voltaire St.
(619) 226-8559

DISS COUNT STORE
OB Dollar Store
This store is absolutely amazing. If you have been skeptical about going to a dollar store, don’t be – this place has everything! Unlike most dollar stores, OB Dollar Store has the real deal, brand name items, not cheap knock-offs. And you sure can’t argue about the prices. Pay a little and get a lot! Come by and check out the hundreds of different things they offer and save.

OB Dollar Store
1919 Cable St.
(619) 225-9755

EYEWEAR
Newport Avenue Optometry
Whether you think glasses are cool or just something you need to see with, one thing you can be sure of is the quality service you’ll receive from Dr. Eli Ben-Moshe and staff. You’ll choose from scores of lenses and frames (including designer) in up-to-date styles and prices that won’t make you blush. Newport Avenue Optometry is your trusted specialist for eye care.

Newport Avenue Optometry
4822 Newport Ave.
(619) 222-0559
newportavenueoptometry.com

FASHION ACCESSORIES

Dream Girls
(See listing under Best Place to Buy Jeans)

BEST PLACE TO DO CRAFTS
Claytime Ceramics
This is such a fun place to relax and be creative — for all ages! At Claytime Ceramics you will find a fantastic selection of ceramic pieces, stamps, stencils and other tools, to help your project along. When you are finished painting simply leave your piece with Claytime Ceramics and they will glaze and fire your masterpiece for you to pick-up a couple of days later. Great fun for the holidays!

Claytime Ceramics
1863 Bacon St.
(619) 223-6050
claytimeceramics.com

DISCOUNT STORE
OB Dollar Store
This store is absolutely amazing. If you have been skeptical about going to a dollar store, don’t be – this place has everything! Unlike most dollar stores, OB Dollar Store has the real deal, brand name items, not cheap knock-offs. And you sure can’t argue about the prices. Pay a little and get a lot! Come by and check out the hundreds of different things they offer and save.

OB Dollar Store
1919 Cable St.
(619) 225-9755
**FURNITURE STORE**
**Mallory’s New Furniture**
Turns out, the staff here knows a lot more about new furniture than you do. And they’re as generous with their information as they are with their prices and delivery schedules (order before a certain hour and you can get your stuff the same day). Seems everybody’s taken a shine to the leather couches here. And look out for some great deals on some quality stuff. But don’t be lulled. This inventory goes way beyond that.

Mallory’s New Furniture
4905 Newport Ave.
(619) 226-0236

**GIFT STORE**
**Ocean Beach Gifts & Shells**
If you’ve not yet ventured into Ocean Beach Gifts & Shells, right in the heart of OB—then make it a point to stop by. You’ll love this fun shop! It’s become a favorite place among locals and tourists alike. Half the store is dedicated to a really nice selection of custom local t-shirts and beachwear and the other half of the store is filled with shells and shell related accessories, holiday ornaments, gift cards and more!

Ocean Beach Gifts & Shells
4934 Newport Ave.
(619) 224-6702
OceanGiftsAndShells.com

**GROCERY STORE**
**Stump’s Market**
Whether you need to make a whole-some dinner or just want a quick snack, Stump’s Family Marketplace between Ocean Beach and Point Loma is the way to go. Stump’s has everything from hot sandwiches and potato salad to lobster, whole turkeys and Boar’s Head meats. With more than 30 years of experience, the business has been thriving due to great customer service, a wide variety of products and competitive prices. A fresh deli, a catering service, home delivery and an array of gourmet foods and produce are but moments away.

Stump’s Market
3770 Voltaire St.
(619) 226-9575
stumpssandiego.com

**GROCERY**
**Olive Tree Marketplace**
The Olive Tree award-winning deli is open until 6 p.m., and that means you can get a fresh “OB Special” sandwich with everything on it all day! But there’s plenty else to catch the eye and palate — like one of the most extensive cheese collections in the city and the freshest produce in the history of the universe. Also, check out The Olive Tree’s tasting room, offering sample vintage wines and craft beers from around the world in a cozy, European-style environment with local artwork displayed around the room. And as you’re checking out, pick up a pie from Julian’s apple country. Heaven.

Olive Tree Marketplace
4805 Narragansett Ave.
(619) 224-0443
olivetreemarket.com

**HARDWARE/ BUILDING SUPPLIES**
**Ocean Beach Paint & Hardware**
Seems like these guys know more about paint and hardware than the people who invented them. They specialize in helping the local community. One cashier even had an answer for the best type of lighting against a certain obscure grain of tile. That alone almost qualifies her as an interior decorator. The answers to these and other pressing questions await within, not to mention an incredible range of supplies for do-it-yourselfers. After all, they’ve specialized in helping locals with their hardware needs for more than 90 years! Amazing.

Ocean Beach Paint & Hardware
4851 Newport Ave.
(619) 223-3083

**HEALTH/Food/Nutritional**
**Ocean Beach People’s Organic Food Market**
OB’s resident food co-op is a member-owned vegetarian market that’s been around since 1971. It offers an extensive selection of organic produce, grocery, dairy, bulk foods and herbs, as well as vitamins and homeopathics, cruelty-free bodycare items and aromatherapy products. There’s a full-service sit-down deli featuring a delicious selection of home-style vegetarian and vegan entrees, salads, sandwiches, freshly prepared baked goods, desserts and more (like live music).

OB People’s Organic Food Market
4765 Voltaire St.
(619) 224-1387
obpeoplesfood.coop

**HOTEL/LODGING**
**Inn at Sunset Cliffs**
Best Oceanfront Hotel in San Diego

Thanks for voting us
2 Years in a Row!

Enjoy the experience of pure tranquility and relaxation

Come join us.

**DOG GROOMING**
**Hair of the Dog**
If you are looking for a “corporate” experience – you’re at the wrong place. This tiny shop is filled with memorabilia. Gift from clients over the years adorn the space. It has the feel of of an OB cottage. Our dogs and clients feel like they are visiting Grandma’s house! Robin McKinney makes every experience a happy one for the dogs.

Robin’s goal is to make them happy coming in and happy going when they leave! That’s the OB attitude for you!

Hair of the Dog
4783 Narragansett Ave.
(619) 223-3080

**THANK YOU**
Loyal Friends for Trusting Me to Care for Your Furry Family Members Since 1992

Your Support is Greatly Appreciated!

---

**INN AT SUNSET CLIFFS**
**Best Oceanfront Hotel in San Diego**

2 Years in a Row!

Best Hotel

Enjoy the experience of pure tranquility and relaxation

Come join us.

**Hair of the Dog**
4783 Narragansett Ave.
San Diego, CA 92107
619-223-3080

**Ocean Beach People’s Organic Food Market**
4765 Voltaire St.
San Diego, CA 92107
619-223-3080

**Inn at Sunset Cliffs**
4765 Voltaire St.
San Diego, CA 92107
619-222.7901 • Toll free 866.786.2543

1370 Sunset Cliffs Boulevard• San Diego, CA 92107

www.innatsunsetcliffs.com
at Sunset Cliffs. You’ll enjoy the heated pool, ocean-terrace views, Sunset Cliffs walks or nearby attractions like SeaWorld and Cabrillo Point. Its just minutes from the airport and downtown, and the quaint setting and variety of amenities have made Inn at Sunset Cliffs a favorite one-of-a-kind hotel on the Pacific.

Inn at Sunset Cliffs
1370 Sunset Cliffs Blvd. (619) 222-7901
innatsunsetcliffs.com

JEWELRY STORE
Gilmore Family Jewelers
Trends in jewelry may come and go, but the one lasting belief that has guided this business since its opening in 1978 is its focus on quality of workmanship and materials. Gary Gilmore takes pride in designing custom jewelry, whether making a new piece of jewelry destined to become an heirloom or repairing an important piece already in your collection. Stop in and see their jewelry gallery and wonderful assortment of gift ideas, including hand-blown glass pieces by Correia.

Gilmore Family Jewelers
4857 Newport Ave. (619) 225-1137
gilmorefamilyjewelers.com

PET STORE
Bone Appetit
Follow your dog’s nose to Bone Appetit Ocean Beach Pet Supply, where they carry a great selection of high-quality pet foods and supplies. Your pet will have a great time spending its allowance on any number of toys, treats, leashes, flea control or even ice cream made especially for pets. Can’t make it to the store? They will deliver locally to the Ocean Beach and Point Loma areas. Bone Appetit prides itself on outstanding customer service and supports the community by offering locally-made products. Come down to Bone Appetit for a free treat, where pets are always welcome.

Bone Appetit D.B. Pet Supply
4845 Newport Ave. (619) 226-6250
boneappetit-ob.com

RESALE SHOP
Thrift Trader
Thrift Trader is more than a book-store. The shop buys, sells and trades all kinds of merchandise, from clothes and accessories to CDs, video games and electronics. It’s Thrift Trader’s book selection that helped garner this top spot, though. Walk into the shop and you just might walk out with a classic Bronte novel or the last book on Oprah’s must-read list! You never know what reading treasure lies within.

Thrift Trader
4879 Newport Ave. (619) 222-5011

SHOE STORE
Lola Luna
The fun name rolls off your tongue and all occasions. But then, you can’t resist slipping into the pretty shoes. Lola Luna prides itself on outstanding customer service and supports the community by offering locally-made products. Come down to Lola Luna for a free treat, where pets are always welcome.

Lola Luna
4985 Newport Ave. (619) 222-5498
lola-luna.com

SMOKE SHOP
The Black
Ask anyone in Ocean Beach and they’ll know The Black. It’s a tradition. This store has been in the same location for more than 40 years! You may recognize their slogan, “Out of the blue and into the black.” You’ll find everything you could possibly desire for smoking needs. They have a fun variety of unusual gift ideas.

The Black
5017 Newport Ave. (619) 222-5498

Thank you for voting us #1 and a favorite

THANKS FOR VOTING US #1 AND A FAVORITE

$2 Thrill
A favorite for discount store

$2 Thrill
A favorite for discount store

IN APPRECIATION - BLACK FRIDAY NOV 29TH ONLY!

1 FREE $5.99 ITEM
WITH COUPON. 11-29-13 ONLY! NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. THRIFT TRADER OR LOCATION ONLY. 1 COUPON PER PERSON.

Thrift Trader
4879 Newport
Ocean Beach
(619) 701-2274

Thrift Trader
1416 Gamet
Pacific Beach
(858) 272-7283

Thrift Trader
3959 Iowa St.
North Park
(619) 444-2274

Thrift Trader
2947 El Cajon Blvd.
(619) 281-1744

We pay cash or donate for a tax receipt

ACCOUNTING
Always Accurate
No mistakes are key to good accounting, and Always Accurate is just that. Accountant and Notary Public, Stacey Thayer does year-round tax service, computerized bookkeeping and payroll services. She also prepares personal, business and corporate tax returns. If you don’t want to worry about the money side of things, using Thayer really adds up.

Always Accurate
4869 Santa Monica Ave. (619) 225-9571
alwaysaccurate.com

ALTERNATIONS
Seams To Me
Face it. We’ve all purchased clothes...
GROCERY STORE

Stump’s Market
Whether you need to make a wholesome dinner or just want a quick snack, Stump’s Family Marketplace between Ocean Beach and Point Loma is the way to go. Stump’s has everything from hot sandwiches and potato salad to lobster, whole turkeys and Boar’s Head meats. With more than 30 years of experience, the business has been thriving due to great customer service, a wide variety of products and competitive prices. A fresh deli, a catering service, home delivery and an array of gourmet foods and produce are but moments away.

Stump’s Market
3770 Voltaire St.
(619) 226-9575
stumpssandiego.com

The Most Unusual in Novelties

5017 Newport • Ocean Beach • 619-222-5498
Open Seven Days • All Major Credit Cards Accepted

$25 OFF Any Purchase of $100 or more
Excludes Liquor & Tabacco.
With Coupon. Expires 12-07-13
Not valid with any other offer or coupon.

$10 OFF Any Purchase of $50 or More
Excludes Liquor & Tabacco.
With Coupon. Expires 12-07-13
Not valid with any other offer or coupon.

We would like to thank our loyal customers & all those who voted us:

BEST GROCERY STORE

We appreciate your continued support & invite you to come in for these special offers:

$25 OFF Any Purchase of $100 or more
Excludes Liquor & Tabacco.
With Coupon. Expires 12-07-13
Not valid with any other offer or coupon.

$10 OFF Any Purchase of $50 or More
Excludes Liquor & Tabacco.
With Coupon. Expires 12-07-13
Not valid with any other offer or coupon.

FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED SINCE 1977
OPEN DAILY 7AM-11PM
3770 VOLTAIRE ST. • POINT LOMA 619-226-9575

that just don’t quite fit, or we add or lose a few pounds. When it comes to alterations, we expect it to be done well. A good custom fit makes us look and feel great! This shop will provide you with the fit you need, when you need it.

Seams To Me
1862 Bacon St.
(619) 225-0014

ARCHITECT
hanna gabriel wells
From civic to business to residential, this architectural firm will be able to assist you with any design need. In its new location on Bacon Street, the diverse team is still committed to a collaborative approach to your project. This firm believes in creating strong spatial relationships between structure and location.

hanna gabriel wells
1955 Bacon St.
(619) 523-8485
architects-hgw.com

ATTORNEY
Virginia Weber Laskowitz
Virginia boasts an AV peer review rating for her legal services — the highest peer review available from Martindale-Hubbel. With a professional legal resume dating back nearly 30 years, Weber has reached the height of professional excellence and is recognized for having the highest level of legal abilities. She specializes in probate, estate planning, living wills, power of attorney, business law, contracts, leases, adoptions, trust management and much more.

Virginia L. Weber, Inc.
[Weber & Lenett, LLP]
4817 Santa Monica Ave., #D
Point Loma
(619) 222-5500

AUTO BODY REPAIR
Ocean Beach Auto Body
Had a wreck or just sick of looking at all those door dings? Trustworthy and dependable, the guys here will get your vehicle looking itself again in a short time. From a smashed window to a crunched bumper, it’s nice to know there’s a shop in OB that gets the job done for less than the other guys. They keep car own-

Your community store for 37 years.

We appreciate your continued support & invite you to come in for these special offers:

$25 OFF Any Purchase of $100 or more
Excludes Liquor & Tabacco.
With Coupon. Expires 12-07-13
Not valid with any other offer or coupon.

$10 OFF Any Purchase of $50 or More
Excludes Liquor & Tabacco.
With Coupon. Expires 12-07-13
Not valid with any other offer or coupon.

FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED SINCE 1977
OPEN DAILY 7AM-11PM
3770 VOLTAIRE ST. • POINT LOMA 619-226-9575

Out of the Blue and into...Blue

The Most Unusual in Novelties

•Pipes •Clothes
•Tobacco •Books
•Cigars •Posters
•Jewelry •Music Center

5017 Newport • Ocean Beach • 619-222-5498
Open Seven Days • All Major Credit Cards Accepted

ALWAYS ACCURATE
INCOME TAX & BOOKKEEPING

#1
OUR FAVORITE NUMBER!
Thanks for Voting Us #1 for Accounting
3 years in a row!
Year-round Tax Service • Notary Public • Bookkeeping & Payroll

Stacey Thayer
(619) 225-9571
4869 SANTA MONICA AVENUE, SUITE C
SAN DIEGO, CA 92107
Next to the Post Office

Optometry/Eyewear

Newport Avenue Optometry
Whether you think glasses are cool or just something you need to see with, one thing you can be sure of is the quality service you’ll receive from Dr. Eli Ben-Moshe and staff. You’ll choose from scores of lenses and frames (including designer) in up-to-date styles and prices that won’t make you blush. Newport Avenue Optometry is your trusted specialist for eye care for your entire family.

Newport Avenue Optometry
4822 Newport Ave.
(619) 222-0559
newportavenueoptometry.com
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**ALTERNATIVE HOLISTIC HEALTH**

Happy, Healthy, High, Horny Herbs

The name says it all. HappyHerb Company has just about any herb to get you, well, happy, healthy, and more. The walls are covered in the different types of herbs and highly organized for your convenience. The organization is key, since the shop sells herbs for every type of situation, from herbs to add to smoking blends and to wheatgrass powder. You’ll definitely find what you’re looking for, and leave either happy, healthy... well, you get it.
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DOG GROOMING
Hair of the Dog
If you are looking for a “corporate” experience – you’re at the wrong place. This tiny shop is filled with memorabilia. Gifts from clients over the years adorn the space. It has the feel of an OB cottage. Our dogs and clients feel like they are visiting Grandma’s house! Robin McKinney makes every experience a happy one for the dogs. Robin’s goal is to make them happy coming in and happy going when they leave! That’s the OB attitude for you!
Hair of the Dog
4783 Narrangansett Ave.
(619) 223-3080

DOG WASH
Dog Beach Dog Wash
Just two blocks from Dog Beach, Dog Beach Dog Wash has been open since 1993 and is numero uno in the eye’s of local pet owners. This premier self-serve dog wash has lots of service and accessories and is open 7 days a week, 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. There are several tubs available, so you don’t need to wait. Shampoo and towels are included in the fee. When the bath is done, you dry off, give the dog a treat and you’re good to go.
Dog Beach Dog Wash
4933 Voltaire St.
(619) 523-1700
dogwash.com

DRY CLEANERS
Embassy Dry Cleaners
Clean, pressed clothing is the name of the game at this neighborhood dry cleaners. Each customer receives personal service from the family-owned and family-operated facility. You can even be lazy because it has a drive-up window. Fresh, clean clothes will keep you coming back every time.
Embassy Dry Cleaners
4320 Voltaire St.
(619) 223-6621

ELECTRICIAN
ZED Electric
Zed Electric has been serving the area continuously since 1995. They specialize in residential and commercial service work – repairs, modifications and maintenance for electrical systems of existing structures. Not only are they experts in caring for older homes but they can also work on newer homes and businesses too! With a fleet of fully stocked service trucks and a staff of experienced, state certified technicians, you can be confident Zed Electric will perform to your satisfaction.
Zed Electric
2158 Catalina Blvd., Ocean Beach
(619) 224-2748
zedelectric.com

FINANCIAL PLANNER
LPL Financial
Chip Messenger
Located in Ocean Beach, LPL Financial was founded with the goal of assisting clients in every aspect of their financial lives. They provide the most personal service available, thus earning a reputation for excellence in the industry. Chip and staff will provide a hands-on approach to financial guidance. Not only will you
Coastal Sage Gardening
Coastal Sage is more than a gardening center. It’s a highly responsible steward of our global village. It specializes in drought-tolerant and native landscapes and is experienced in the creation of all garden environments. Custom design, installation, maintenance, irrigation, repair, labor, consultation, the works. It’s all here. The shop even offers language instruction and a botany class for kids. Cool, huh?

Florists
Flowers of Point Loma
Flowers of Point Loma has been proudly serving San Diego since 1985. A family owned and operated with one location serving the San Diego area. They are committed to offering only the finest floral arrangements and gifts, backed by service that is friendly and prompt. Their customers are important, and their professional staff is dedicated to making your experience a pleasant one.

Art frames and more art frames are the name of the game at this shop. While amazing ocean views aren’t far from the front door of John Baker, the best views will be when the custom framing of your artwork or photography is complete. On that day, you’ll take home your own masterpiece.

Floral Fix-It
There are some things in life you just can’t (or perhaps shouldn’t) do yourself. So, if you’re not a DIY type, you can trust Point Loma Fix-It to get it done. They provide professional handyman services like plumbing repairs and home improvements at a price that won’t break the bank.

Antiques
Vignettes
For over a decade, Vignettes has been known for its’ glamorous style and highly defined settings of romantique, French-inspired home and garden décor. Through the years the shop has focused on tracking down the most one-of-a-kind, show-stopping finds and then merchandising these grand pieces of the past, into irresistible, must-have displays. Whether it’s a grand Rococo mirror, shabby chic painted vanity, leather bound books, (Robinson Crusoe, a favorite of Louis XVI’s) or a phenomenal 1800’s ballroom chandelier straight from Paris; from sophisticated to small accents to grand statements, they seek to find the ultimate, old world décor that will delight and amaze you......Vive La France!

EcoLux Interiors
Susan O’Brien of EcoLux Interiors (formerly Moxie Design) is in the business of creating happiness by designing interiors that celebrate who her clients are. She solves problems such as flow, space, function and color while creating personalized environments that reflect clients’ spirits and beauty...in a planet-friendly, health-promoting way. Susan is passionate about adding unique value through beautiful, comfortable and functional interiors.

State Farm Insurance
State Farm started selling insurance about 87 years ago. Matt Kalla hasn’t been with the company quite that long, but he’s old enough to know how to help protect your family in the manner you deserve. In recessionary times like these, Matt can be your best friend.

EcoLux Interiors
Susan O’Brien of EcoLux Interiors (formerly Moxie Design) is in the business of creating happiness by designing interiors that celebrate who her clients are. She solves problems such as flow, space, function and color while creating personalized environments that reflect clients’ spirits and beauty...in a planet-friendly, health-promoting way. Susan is passionate about adding unique value through beautiful, comfortable and functional interiors.
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dent and businesses, Occidental creates outdoor living spaces that will complement your family’s lifestyle. Their services include irrigation, lighting, drainage issues, ornamental pruning, water features, masonry work, arbors and much more! If you can dream it up, Occidental can make it a reality.

Occidental Landscape Inc.
2775 Kurtz St., Point Loma
(619) 298-4455

LOCKSMITH
Industrial Lock & Safe
Factory trained in Medeco high security locking systems, owner Mark Romanowski has been operating in the San Diego area since 1997. Mark also held a top secret security clearance during his military career. In the private sector, he has long standing relationships with defense, aerospace and private corporate clients. He is well versed in the regulations and laws concerning fire, life, safety and handicapped codes. You can expect a level of service and peace of mind with his services.

Industrial Lock & Safe
(619) 276-4747
industriallockandsafe.com

MORTGAGE BROKER
Mark Chrisman
West Coast Mortgage
Mark has been a loan officer and real estate broker for nine years and joined West Coast Mortgage because they share the common mission of providing “Service With Integrity.” Mark believes honesty and communication are the keys to finding the best product and the best deal for each customer. The business model at West Coast Mortgage allows loan officers to provide clients the best rates and pricing in the market without sacrificing customer service. A SDSU graduate and active member of the Ocean Beach Main Street Association, as well as the Point Loma Breakfast Club.

West Coast Mortgage
858-693-9980
mark@westcoastmortgage.biz

NEWSPAPER
Peninsula Beacon
Independently owned and operated, the Peninsula Beacon has been delivering award winning local news to the Peninsula for more than 30 years. Delivered door-to-door to homes and businesses and high traffic locations, you can count on this locally owned community newspaper to provide you with an independent voice to bring you news you can use.

Peninsula Beacon
1621 Grand Ave., Ste C, Pacific Beach
858-270-3103
sdnews.com

PAINTER
McCarthy Painting
McCarthy Painting provides unmatched customer care with step-by-step information and guidance through your next painting project. They build personal connections through consistent communication, guaranteed quality services, and commitment to customer satisfaction. Distinguished above competitors because they employ only the most skilled and knowledgeable professionals, and use only quality paint products to ensure their work exceeds even the highest standards of excellence.

McCarthy Painting
(858) 688-6719
sandiegpainting.org

PET HOSPITAL/VET
Sunset Cliffs Animal Hospital
The most exciting thing about Sunset Cliffs Animal Hospital is that all the veterinary care will be provided in an environmentally friendly, “green” building. The facility features energy efficient windows, as well as solar panels that provide approximately 85 percent of the hospital’s power needs. Fido can rest easy, he’s no burden on the electric bill.

Sunset Cliffs Animal Hospital
4862 Santa Monica Ave.
(619) 224-0773

PET SITTING
Wizard of Paws
Wizard of Paws offers reliable, quality pet sitting services. They’re here for all situations and all of your pets’ needs, including those times when you’re not home for midday walks, traveling, on vacations or business trips or just working late. Serving San Diego since 2004, Wizard of Paws provides award winning professional in home pet sitting, along with many other services at reasonable rates. They provide free in home consultation and quote and available nights, weekends, and holidays for all of your pets’ needs.

Wizard of Paws
(619) 212-3705
wizardofpawspets.com

PHOTOGRAPHER
Shugrue Photography
Capturing personality, emotion and feelings in a simple photograph is what Shugrue Photography specializes in. The studio, located in the heart of OB, is set up and perfectly equipped to capture those magic moments and turn them into precious memories to be treasured forever.

Shugrue Photography
4870 Santa Monica Ave.
(619) 224-5845

Tim Haugh Photography
Specializing in weddings, Tim trusted among locals for capturing their special events. One look at his website, you see why he is first choice for capturing the moment.

HEALTH CLUB/GYM
Peninsula Family YMCA
YMCA's throughout the county are committed to improving the quality of people’s lives and helping them realize their true potential in spirit, mind, and body, and Peninsula Family YMCA is no exception. The neighborhood venue offers aquatics, fitness and youth programs and is committed to strengthening relationships between children and parents through its upcoming Y Adventure Guides program. The Peninsula Family YMCA recognizes the beauty, diversity and interdependence of all forms of life and helps the human family develop to its full potential in the process.

Peninsula Family YMCA
4390 Voleta St., Point Loma
(619) 226-8888
peninsula.ymca.org

OB Quik Stop
Thank you for voting us # 1 Best Convenience Store 2013 • 2012 • 2010
It has been an honor to serve the fine Community of Ocean Beach over the years. Thank you for your Support. Sincerely, from the bottom of my heart - Bobby

Where customer service is our #1 priority!
Home of the FREE lighter • Over 30 years in OB
Your True neighborhood store • Open late
Full grocery store • Subway inside!
Best cigarette prices!
4984 Voltaire, Ocean Beach • (619) 226-8559
The friendly team at Ocean Dental Care includes (L - R) Dr. Yamada, Tiffany, Kenn, Laura Lee and Geoff.

DENTIST

Michele Yamada, DDS

Dr. Michele Yamada and the team at Ocean Dental Care provide the most up-to-date dental techniques while using a caring, understanding approach in a peaceful environment. Imparting the ideals of fun, friendship and teamwork to patients is also of the utmost importance. New patients are always invited to discover the wonderful treatment options offered.

Michele Yamada, DDS
1802 Cable St.  
(619) 222-3423
www.oceanbeachdental.com


James Gang
The James Gang Company is a professional silk screen printing and specialty printing company. The connection to Ocean Beach and its community is just one example of the James Gang team’s dedication to providing its customers with only the best. Quality and customer service is the company’s No. 1 priority. They only use brand name apparel, inks and paper, so the product will last.

James Gang Company
1931 Bacon St.  
(619) 225-1753

THANK YOU FOR VOTING
Peninsula Family YMCA
the #1 Family

Peninsula Family YMCA
619-226-8888
peninsula.ymca.org

Thank you for choosing Jessica’s Clean Up Crue as your Favorite Ocean Beach Cleaning Service! Got a mess? Just call Jess! Your “Cleaning Connoisseur” for over 5 years!!
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858-373-7191
www.jessicascleancrue.com
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Join Us December 14th for Winterfest at the Y!

Peninsula Family YMCA 619-226-8888 peninsula.ymca.org
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ACUPUNCTURE

Remember to Breathe

Acupuncture offers more than just stress relief, as the name suggests. The traditional Chinese health solution provides an alternative to drugs or surgery to treat and prevent a variety of physical, emotional, and neurological ailments. Nicole Stone, the health center’s licensed acupuncturist, helps patients with issues ranging from irregular menstrual cycles to allergies to infertility. Call for a free, 40-minute initial consultation with Stone and find out more about how you can benefit from acupuncture therapy.

Dr. Noli Cava, MD

Ocean Dental Care provides the most approach in a peaceful environment. Using a caring, understanding approach in a peaceful environment. Imparting the ideals of fun, friendship and teamwork to patients is also of the utmost importance. New patients are always invited to discover the wonderful treatment options offered.

The Hidden Spa

The Hidden Spa truly is a hidden gem tucked away in a quiet building on Santa Monica Ave in Ocean Beach. Enjoy a relaxing atmosphere and prepare to be pampered by the exceptional services without feeling guilty about the cost. They believe everyone deserves the opportunity to feel and look their best – all the time.

Thank You

Ocean Beach & Point Loma!

We appreciate your support over the past 6 years!
To all of my clients and friends in Ocean Beach & Point Loma,

THANK YOU

For voting me your #1 Mortgage Agent on the Peninsula

“3 years in a row”

We appreciate your trust and support.
Mark, Alex, Duke and Amanda Chrisman

Mark Chrisman
Direct: 619-795-6517
mark@markchrisman.com
www.markchrisman.com

HEALTH CLUB/GYM
Peninsula Family YMCA
YMCA's throughout the county are committed to improving the quality of people's lives and helping them realize their true potential in spirit, mind, and body, and Peninsula Family Y is no exception. The neighborhood venue offers aquatics, fitness and youth programs and is committed to strengthening relationships between children and parents through its upcoming Y Adventure Guides program. The Peninsula Family YMCA recognizes the beauty, diversity and interdependence of all forms of life and helps the human family develop to its full potential in the process.

Peninsula Family YMCA
4390 Via Est., Point Loma
(619) 226-8888
peninsulaymca.org

MARTIAL ARTS
Setting Sun
Mixed Martial Arts
Setting Sun Mixed Martial Arts was voted first place in martial arts schools because it has it all: karate, jujutsu, judo; abduction and bully defense, women’s self-defense for children and adults, a state-of-the-art facility, great instructors, affordable monthly rates with no contracts or enrollment fees! Setting Sun has been serving the communities of Ocean Beach and Point Loma for 15 years and is run by internationally recognized Grandmaster Mark J. Colangelo who is also the only Field Agent for the National Security Alliance — Kid-Safe Network in San Diego.

Setting Sun Mixed Martial Arts
4993 Niagara Ave. 8109
(619) 223-8827

OPTOMETRIST
Eli Ben-Moshe, OD
Newport Optometry
Dr. Eli Ben-Moshe works out of Newport Avenue Optometry, which has been serving Ocean Beach for 50 years. The office's remodel showcases more than 1,000 frames and sunglasses from a wide variety of designers and welcomes outside prescriptions. It carries a complete line of specialty contact lenses. You can even make online appointments.

Eli Ben-Moshe, OD
Newport Optometry
4822 Newport Ave.
(619) 222-0559
newportavenueoptometry.com

PERSONAL TRAINER
Jennifer Opaka
Progressive Fitness
With more than 20 years of experience, Jennifer Opaka will definitely whip you into shape. She’ll design a personalized fitness program that will give you the results you want while still working with your busy schedule and time frame. From leg-warmers and aerobics to yoga pants and pilates, Jennifer’s years of training hits on every aspect to leave your body looking and feeling its best.

Jennifer Opaka/Progressive Fitness
4966 Santa Monica Ave.
(619) 224-7047

PIERCING
Apogee Body Piercing
With the growth of the body-modification industry, it seems everybody offers body piercing. Well, Apogee is purely a piercing studio that views its profession as an art form. As
piercing specialists, the staff is focused on providing patrons with the experience and information to make an educated decision on how to change their bodies. They will counsel you about how to get the best results and look you're after.

Apogee Body Piercing
4944-B Newport Ave.
(619) 223-1771
apogeepiercing.com

PILATES
Sunset Cliffs Pilates
You will find a beautiful pilates studio conveniently located 1 block from the ocean. They offer private and semi-private sessions, with daily Spin and Pilates Mat Classes, including classes in Reformer, Cadillac/Trapeze, Wunda Chair and Spine Corrector Equipment. Their friendly fitness studio staff of experienced and certified instructors will assist you in achieving your personal health and fitness goals.

Sunset Cliffs Pilates
4720 Point Loma Ave.
(619) 224-3309
sunsetcliffspilates.com

STYLIST
Elaine Dill
A blow dryer, curling iron and color cap seem like so much more after Elaine Dill works her magic. The warm and friendly atmosphere of Elaine’s shop makes it the best place to get your hair styled. She puts her more than 20 years of experience to use to make every cut, color or blow dry simply perfect.

Elaine Dill Studio for Hair
3657 Voltaire St.
(619) 222-3455

TATTOO
Ace Tattoo
Ace Tattoo, originally called Painless Neil’s, has been around San Diego since 1947! They have tattooed people from all branches of the military from as early as WWII. Many well known artists such as Zeke Owens, Ed Hardy, Mikee “Rollo” Malone, Ron Howell and many others got their start at Ace. Gary Hoag-Corio, Dominick and Lynsey Hoag currently own and operate the shop. Cover-ups, free-handing, fine-line, traditions style and new school are all available in a clean, relaxed atmosphere. They love what they do, and treat you like family.

Ace Tattoo
5058 Newport Ave.
(619) 222-5097
acetattoo.com

YOGA FACILITY
Happy U Namaste
HAPPY-U stands for a holistic approach to positive psychology and yoga, and integrates the relatively new field of positive psychology (happiness) and the ancient teachings of yoga (bliss). On January 1st, 2013, Happy-U acquired Namasté Yoga Center in Ocean Beach (which had been serving the community since 2005) and has blossomed into a holistic yoga and coaching center guiding people toward a happier, healthier approach to life, both on the mat and off.

Happy-U Namaste
4893 Voltaire St. #B.
(619) 550-6138
happyunamaste.com

Peninsula Beacon
Independently owned and operated, the Peninsula Beacon has been delivering award winning local news to the Peninsula for more than 30 years. Delivered door-to-door to homes and businesses and high traffic locations, you can count on this locally owned community newspaper to provide you with an independent voice to bring you news you can use.

Peninsula Beacon
1621 Grand Ave., Ste C, Pacific Beach
858-270-3103
sdnews.com

Peninsula Beacon Readers Voted us #1 Dentist!
Thanks for making us smile!
We have loved serving Ocean Beach for over 25 years!
Visit us online at www.OceanDentalCare.net

Ocean Beach Tire Center & Auto Repair
Thanks for choosing us Auto Repair
We’re here to stay! We appreciate your business!

Ocean Beach Tire Center & Auto Repair
4893 Newport Ave. • Ocean Beach
(619) 758-7663
Lic#915507

Elaine Dill Studio for Hair
3657 Voltaire St.
(619) 222-3455
READERS CHOICE AWARDS 2013

Thank You!
Point Loma & Ocean Beach
for voting us
#1 AUTO RAPAIR
and a Readers Choice
6 Years in a row!

Sunset Garage

General Automotive Repair
including
State Certified Smog Inspections - Safety/New Buyers Inspections
Factory Service Maintenance Performed - Complete Tune-up Service
Major Engine Overhaul - Cooling Systems - Diagnostic Codes - Brakes

619-224-2929
1946 Bacon St. Ocean Beach
Visit us at www.sunsetgarageob.com

The Readers Choice for over 25 years on the Peninsula. Thank you for you support.

"Residents read the Peninsula Beacon on a regular basis."

*Audit performed by CVC (2005) shows over 90% of the residents read the Peninsula Beacon on a regular basis.